The Next Best Things
HAVING A CRYSTAL BALL THAT COULD TELL THE MUTUAL INSURANCE INDUSTRY WHAT
IS IN THE FUTURE WOULD BE NICE. WHILE THEY WILL NEVER EXIST, FORECASTING
AND MODELING ARE HELPFUL TOOLS AT INSURERS' DISPOSAL.
Catherine Imus and Lindsay Robison
Hurricanes Florence and Michael. California’s Camp Fire. Winter Storm Ulmer. Tornadoes in the
Southeast. The list of major storms and natural disasters in just the past 12 months is extensive, as is
the loss of life and property they caused. With them have come questions about what appears to be
an increasing frequency and severity of weather-related disasters. Is this increase in occurrence and
intensity of storms real? Is it related to global climate change, a natural variability in weather cycles, or
something else? What does it all mean?
For the insurance industry and its policyholders, the "why" behind the storms is less of an immediate
concern than is the reality of their occurrences. Regardless of what the science might say, all we have
to do is look at the number of events and the dollar amounts of their losses to see that frequency
and severity are rising. In fact, 2017 currently holds the title as second costliest year for insurers for
weather disasters, with insured losses totaling $134 billion.
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Take tornadoes as one example. Victor
Gensini, professor of atmospheric
sciences at Northern Illinois
University, recently completed a
study at the National Severe Storms
Laboratory in Norman, Oklahoma,
that looked at shifting patterns
of tornadic activity in the United
States. The study found that in
the past decade, the frequency of
tornadoes in what’s traditionally
thought of as Tornado Alley has
declined while occurrences in states
along the Mississippi River and farther
east have increased.

and use that as a model going forward in
regard to what we would expect
for events.

“Look at states like Arkansas, Missouri, Mississippi,
Alabama, Tennessee, Illinois, portions of the Midwest.
You’re seeing accounts there of tornadoes going up. That’s not
to say that the center of activity in Tornado Alley isn’t still in
Texas and Oklahoma, it is. We still see the greatest frequency
there every year,” says Gensini. “But the trend there in the
last thirty to forty years has been down, but it’s increasing
in portions farther to the east. And that’s a real, significant
problem for underwriting in the insurance industry, as we have
so many more at risk as we go farther east out of the Great
Plains. The population density increases, the number of exposed
homes increases, the exposure is just much greater.”
Gensini says the study points to climate change as one potential
cause, though natural variability is a factor as well. He says it is
possible that in the next 30 years, the tornado activity could shift
back to the Great Plains in terms of greater frequency, but it’s
also quite possible that the peak in severe weather activity in the
United States is shifting to the east. That, according to Gensini, is
something insurers should be considering now.
“I’ve seen too many companies say that this is a hazard they
can’t deal with, so they will just deal with it when it happens,”
he says. “We’ll try to take the historical climatological record

“If you’re only using historical events
to try to predict future losses, you’re
going to have a big struggle as
the dynamic landscape of the risk
changes, which is the probability of
having a hail storm or a tornado and
coupling that with the changes in
exposure, which is really the change
in the footprint on the ground — bigger
cities, more buildings, more targets,
if you will,” Gensini continues. “We will
continue to see increased losses. This is now a
peril that perennially is reaching ten billion dollars
across the insurance industry. It’s just no longer a peril that
we can ignore.”
Fortunately, technological advances have made it easier
for insurers to pay attention to and understand historical,
current, and future events, which allow companies to better
serve policyholders.

Forecasting — A Science and an Art

Meteorologists often get a bad rap. As one television news
meteorologist says, “I can’t tell you how many times I’ve heard,
‘You’ve got the only profession where you get paid to be wrong
every day.’” There are many variations of that statement out
there. And, yes, we’ve all experienced instances when our
preferred news station’s meteorologists were wrong. However,
weather forecasts can help insurance companies tremendously
when trying to make business decisions — and their accuracy has
made extreme improvements, even if they are not always correct.
Because weather behaves in nonlinear and chaotic ways,
forecasting is both a science and an art, according to
Eric Snodgrass, director of undergraduate studies for the
Department of Atmospheric Science at the University of Illinois
and principal atmospheric scientist at Nutrien Ag Solutions.

Modeling — It’s Not Just for Natural Catastrophes Anymore
Modeling might be used most often
for natural catastrophes, but they
aren’t the only occurrences that can
be modeled. When IN magazine last
covered modeling, Cornell University
was developing a model for a zombie
apocalypse. The likelihood of needing
this kind of model is pretty slim, but it
shows the extensiveness of modeling
capabilities.
Beyond the advances in modeling flood,
“the last few years have seen important
advances in cyber and pandemic disease

modeling,” says Jason Trock, managing
director of catastrophe risk modeling
for Guy Carpenter. “These advances
have been driven by the demand from
traditional and alternative capacity
providers and insurtech start-ups
as well as by the availability of new,
more granular sources of data and the
computing power to process it.
“In addition, global supply chain risk and
terrorism, especially with regard to the
localized impact of specific scenarios,
have taken great leaps forward,” Trock

continues.
“Quantification
of hazard and
structural
impact have
continued to
advance, but
the incorporation
of conditional
parameters such as
structural mitigation
is an area that requires
additional investment.”
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“My role boils down to being
a person who can make
others aware of what their
potential risks look like,”
he says. “The advances
we have made have been
incredible. Dial the clock
back fifteen or twenty
years and we didn’t have
much trust or reliance on
even a two-day forecast, let
alone a two-week forecast. And
long-range weather forecasting?
We were lucky to do better than the
Farmers’ Almanac.
“With computing technology, outstanding statistical analysis, and
a constantly growing record of high-resolution historical weather
events, we are now able to draw from multiple ways by which we
can better predict the future,” Snodgrass continues. “Now, I have
a lot of confidence in a two-week forecast.”
Snodgrass admits that a two-week forecast still cannot pinpoint
exact locations where weather might hit or how severe it
will be when it does; however, he says “we are able to say
something such as, ‘In nine days, we could be looking at a
set of circumstances that historically has produced a higher
probability of hail over this region. Therefore, over the coming
days, we should pay attention to those circumstances.’”
While long-range forecasting is more difficult, it too has
improved tremendously from where it was just a few years
ago. Snodgrass says meteorologists now have the capability to
forecast as far out as nine months. Again, not to the extent that
they can tell exactly where the severe weather will hit, but they
can get a good enough handle on what’s driving the current
weather patterns to determine probabilities that can help
insurers prepare.
Because of these capabilities, Snodgrass encourages insurers
to make speaking with atmospheric scientists a priority in
order to get their hands on the historical data sets and current
forecasts. “With those,” he says, “actuaries can produce much
more representative risk packages,” which benefit so many
insurance stakeholders.

Advancing Modeling Capabilities

One insurance stakeholder sector that is taking advantage of the
forecasting capabilities is the catastrophe modeling industry.

so for an insurance company that has a large portfolio and
wants to get reinsurance coverage,” Kafali says. “What is the
accumulated risk? The correlations between individual locations
and catastrophic events? Cat events are unique because they
create a very large correlation across structures. Auto insurance
is more individualized, self-sufficient independent risks.
“But think of buildings in Florida or California,” he continues. “If
there is a hurricane or earthquake, a lot of them are impacted at
once. There is correlated risk — how can you measure it, put a
number to it? That is where modeling comes in.”
While the basic structure of modeling has not changed much
over the years, the technology used in that structure has
advanced tremendously. This has given insurance companies a
much better look into the risks they face and what they can do
to prepare for them.
It was about a decade ago that modeling companies were
looking only at earthquakes and hurricanes — and just the
wind component of hurricanes. Since then, modeling has added
numerous factors.
“We’ve gotten into the complexities and details of modeling
storm surge, which is a key part of a hurricane’s impact,” says
Robert Muir-Wood, chief research officer at Risk Management
Solutions. “And, in the last couple of years, we have linked the
inland rainfall and flooding that accompanies hurricanes all the
way back to the hurricanes themselves.”
Muir-Wood says RMS has even been able to add waves into the
models. “We generate a huge amount of data,” he says. “And
now that we use cloud capability, we can integrate all that data
to get the best picture of a hurricane in real time.”
Advanced computing capabilities have also afforded modeling
companies the ability to model events at very high resolutions.
These high resolutions allow experts to drill down to the specific
areas that Kafali says they were incapable of back when AIR
came into existence — or even just a few years ago. These highresolution capabilities have made it so modeling companies can
dial down to specific areas.
“We’re getting a better
understanding of how to
create more realistic
storm tracks and
how specific
storms react
or how

Cat modeling has been around for decades and was born from
the desire to transfer risk and do so correctly, according to
Cagdas Kafali, senior vice president of research and modeling at
AIR Worldwide, a company that has been in existence for more
than 30 years.
“The discussion started with portfolio management. Not for
a particular home and its risk of fire or flooding, but more
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The Next Best Things

specific structures react,” says Matt Junge, head of property
solutions, U.S. and Canada for Swiss Re. “This is probably the
most exciting part of modeling right now, the ability to have a
much finer resolution. “
This finer resolution is the reason modelers have been able
to add flood to their list of perils. It is also why more private
insurers are becoming interested in adding flood insurance to
their portfolios. “We’re no longer simulating a storm through a
wide area. We can now simulate water depth at a single block
or even an individual property,” Junge says. “Modeling has given
insurers a lot better understanding of flood and, therefore,
the ability to actually price for the peril on a risk-by-risk basis.
They can be a lot more confident that this is an area they can
profitably underwrite.” It also helps reinsurers better price the
products they offer their customers.
Wildfires are now on the list of disasters to model as well. Like
floods, wildfires must be looked at in very high resolutions.
However, the insurance and modeling industries have yet to
collect a deep enough understanding of the ways these
disasters behave.
But it may only be a matter of time. Earlier this year, RMS
launched its new U.S. Wildfire HD model, which the company
says offers zoning and mapping products that are significant
improvements over what insurers and reinsurers currently use.

A Look Into SCS

While all catastrophe modeling companies are taking on the
lower-frequency, high-severity events such as hurricanes. Karen
Clark & Company has been focusing on severe convective
storms as well.
“Insurers have weather-related claims nearly every day,” says
Karen Clark, president and CEO at KCC. “When we talk about
a ‘catastrophe,’ it can be a bit arbitrary as defined by Property
Claims Services. PCS says events must cause at least twentyfive million dollars in damage and impact multiple
insurers to be considered catastrophes.
“PCS confines its estimates to the larger events,”
Clark continues. “KCC estimates that the losses
PCS tracks account for about sixty-five percent of

weather-related claims insurers pay out on average. The other
thirty-five percent are considered attritional losses that were left
to the insurance companies to model, if you will.”
Because there had been a growing demand from insurers for
more credible SCS models, KCC made that a priority.
“We decided to use a different modeling
technique,” Clark says. “Instead of using
the statistical data, KCC scientists
developed a physical model for
these events. It’s a model that
includes all the physics of
the atmosphere. It’s like the
models weather forecasters
use on a daily basis.
“Because we can simulate
all weather, we have the
capability to estimate our
clients’ claims for daily
weather activity instead of
only events above an arbitrary
threshold,” she continues. “And
to them, that is a huge benefit.”
KCC sends clients daily footprints
that can be superimposed over their
insured properties to estimate if they
might incur claims, which assists them
in claims handling preparations and
policyholder outreach.
With the current state of modeling, it seems as if the possibilities
are limitless when it comes to what industry experts could
model. In fact, RMS’s Muir-Wood says his team should write
down accounts of what they talk about in modeling meetings.
“We certainly think through models for all sorts of risks,” he
says. “We have a couple of people in the company who are very
abundant in new ideas, new measures for risk.
“If there is enough demand for a model,” he says, “we certainly
can come up with one.”

A Glass Half Full
It’s not easy to put a positive
spin on the devastation
catastrophic events leave in their
wakes, but if there is one it’s most likely
this … data.
“Most people view [catastrophes] as
negatives … for obvious reasons,”
says Andrew Siffert, vice president
and senior meteorologist at BMS
Re US. “Being on the science side

of things and working in the insurance
industry, I take a bit of a different view.

catastrophe tested; not until the last two
years of landfalling hurricanes, at least.

“In one sense, we need these kinds of
storms,” he continues. “If we don’t have
them, we don’t have the data. If we
don’t have the data, we can’t enhance
technology or refine models. Think
about all the technology that has come
out in the last five years — automation,
chatbots, drones. None of those had been

“What did we learn from it?” Siffert asks.
“From what I can tell, we didn’t see any
major hiccups with the technologies that
had been implemented during the major
hurricane drought between hurricanes
Wilma and Harvey. This shows we’re
doing things right. I view it as the glasshalf-full approach.”
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